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Extreme Heat



Hazard Description
EXTREME HEAT
Heat is the leading weather-related cause of fatalities in the 
United States.

● This is especially true in the urban centers, 
where population density, the urban heat 
island, and building construction exacerbate the 
effects of excessive heat. 

● Poor air quality can occur during periods of 
extreme heat (ozone and particulates). Poor AQ 
amplifies the health impacts during heat events

● Heat can lead to heat-related illness, including 
heat cramps, heat exhaustion, and heat stroke. 

● Heat can also result in significant impacts to 
infrastructure, including roadways, railways, 
power/telecommunications lines, and cause 
increased strain on power systems.

● Heat can also increase the rate at which fire 
danger increases (through fuel drying)



Hazard Description
Indoor Temperatures & Low Temperatures

• PNW homes are designed to let in and retain 
heat (south facing windows, insulation, etc.)

• For locations without A/C (the majority of 
Western WA homes), indoor temperatures don’t 
typically peak until the outdoor temperature is 
cooler than the indoor temperature

• The hotter the event, the later this crossover 
occurs

• June 2021 heat wave example: indoor 
temperatures didn’t peak until between 10pm - 
11pm

• Once windows are opened, the indoor 
temperature will only cool as fast as the outdoor 
temperature, and only as low as the morning low 
- making overnight low temperatures critically 
important.

• These factors should be taken into account when 
considering cooling center hours



Climate Change - Washington State
See NOAA NCEI State Climate Summary 2022 for more information

1. Temperatures in Washington have risen almost 2°F since the beginning of 
the 20th century. Winter warming has been evident in the below average 
number of freezing days and very cold nights since 1990. Under a higher 
emissions pathway, historically unprecedented warming is projected to 
continue through this century.

2. Rising temperatures will lead to earlier melting of the snowpack, which 
plays a critical role in spring and summer water supplies. The combination of 
this earlier melting and more precipitation falling as rain instead of snow may 
lead to an increase in springtime flooding.

3. Wildfires during the dry summer months are a particular concern for 
Washington, and the frequency and severity of wildfires are projected to 
increase.

https://statesummaries.ncics.org/chapter/wa/


NWS HeatRisk
Purpose
To put heat into an actionable, 
impacts-based context and to provide 
support in decision-making at a local level.

HeatRisk takes into account:
• Local climatology - including the time of 

year, and temperature climatology.
• Forecast - Including the daily max & min 

temperatures as well as the event duration.
• Impacts - including identifying groups 

potentially most at risk for the given level 
of heat. CDC heat health data is used in this 
calculation. 
Note: infrastructure impacts are not connected to HeatRisk

HeatRisk is used to influence the issuance 
of and add value to NWS watches, 
warnings, and advisories.

Stations used in local 
HeatRisk calculations



NWS HeatRisk

HeatRisk is used 
extensively in both 
public and partner 
messaging. 

Often paired with high 
or low temperature 
forecast information.



HeatRisk Updates

By Summer 2022 we expect HeatRisk version 2 to 
be implemented. Expected changes:

• CDC heat health thresholds are now more strongly weighted
• Updated thresholds with new 1991-2020 climate data
• Better logic for near-record and/or long-duration events

Overall effect is a lowering of the HeatRisk thresholds, 
especially early/late in the summer. 

This will result in more conservative messaging.



NWS HeatRisk Resources

• Current HeatRisk Forecasts
• Statewide HeatRisk Maps
• Historical HeatRisk Data
• About HeatRisk

https://www.wrh.noaa.gov/wrh/heatrisk/?wfo=sew
https://www.wrh.noaa.gov/wrh/heatrisk/graphics.php
https://www.wrh.noaa.gov/wrh/heatrisk/historical/
https://www.wrh.noaa.gov/wrh/heatrisk/pdf/HeatRisk_More_Info_Web.pdf


Wildfire Smoke 
& Summer Air 
Quality



Wildfire Trends - West Coast

Data Courtesy NIFC



Wildfire Trends - West Coast & B.C.

Data Courtesy NIFC & Govt of British Columbia



Yearly Particulate Matter Trends

AQ Data Courtesy WA Ecology

September 2020 Smoke Event

August 2021 Smoke Event

June 2021 Heat Event

● Wildfire smoke is the 
typical reason for poor AQ 
during the summer months 
in Western Washington. 

● While AQ can decrease 
during extreme heat it is 
often more localized and is 
typically due to increased 
concentrations of both PM 
and ozone. 



Smoke & Air Quality Responsibilities
Lead Agencies

• Local Clean Air Agencies
• WA State Department of Ecology
• Tribal Nations (EPA provides technical 

assistance)

NWS Responsibility
• NWS is NOT the lead agency for 

alerts/messaging for air quality or 
smoke events.

• Air Quality Alerts may be disseminated 
through NWS pathways in 
coordination with lead agencies.

• NWS provides wildfire smoke 
modeling and may send messaging 
regarding potential smoke events and 
amplify information from partner 
agencies. 

• NWS can trigger collaboration calls 
with lead agencies.



Fire Weather



What do we look at?
• Pre-season

– Mountain snowpack (low correlation)
– Long-term drought? (higher correlation)

• June:  Important in gaging how soon fire 
season will begin

• Most Important?  What happens during fire 
season (Jul-Sep)
– Long-range Climate Outlooks



http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/ftpref/data/water/wcs/gis/maps/wa_swepctnormal_update.pdf

PNW: Near/Above normal. Southwest: Below normal

http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/ftpref/data/water/wcs/gis/maps/wa_swepctnormal_update.pdf


Drought Conditions

• Stark contrast between W WA & E WA.
• Rest of the west in Moderate to Exceptional Drought



• Washington:  East side persistence or increasing

• Rest of the West: Drought is likely to persist, slight improvement in southern AZ



Temperature and Precipitation Outlook
June 2022

Precipitation Temperature 



For Washington, pattern suggests:
• Warm conditions with generally normal to below normal precip (which is low anyway)

•  Some potential for lightning given normal chances for precip

Temperature Precipitation 

Temperature and Precipitation Outlook
July-Aug-Sep 2022



Bottom Line for 2022 PNW Fire Season

• Season Starting Time –

– Likely later than usual start due to cool wet spring

• Overall Fire Activity – 

• Near normal

• Near normal precipitation may allow for an increase in potential 
lightning strikes when compared to the past couple of years.

• Season Ending Time –

– ENSO status and current Climate Outlooks suggest either a slightly 
early to on-time end to the season.



Public Information Resources



Safety & Calls to Action Resources
Summer Safety Resources

• Social Media Plans - canned graphics as well as Twitter/Facebook captions
• Infographics
• Videos
• Presentations
• Spanish Content
• Deaf & Hard of Hearing Content

weather.gov/safety
• Hazard-based safety resources

Washington 2-1-1
• NWS Seattle has developed an initiative to promote WA 2-1-1 in public products & services.

“For sheltering information and other human services in your area, dial 2-1-1 during business hours or visit 
wa211.org anytime.”

https://www.weather.gov/wrn/summer-safety
http://weather.gov/safety
https://wa211.org/


Available Decision Support 
Services



Email Briefings & 
Webinars/Virtual Office Hours

Initiation
• Email Briefings:  Usually for minor or higher risk for populated areas
• Webinars/Virtual Office Hours:  Usually for moderate or higher risk for populated areas 

or when the event is expected to be complex

Delivery
• Email Briefings: Usually overnight (usually by 7:00 AM)
• Webinars/Virtual Office Hours: Usually late morning (10:00 or 10:30 AM)

Frequency
• Email Briefings: Daily within 3 days. Every other day or as the forecast changes 4+ days in 

advance.
• Webinars/Virtual Office Hours: As the forecast changes, up to and including the day of 

the event



Spot Forecasts
Spot Forecast Requests/Monitor Page

Spot forecasts are generally designed for:

• Wildfires/Prescribed Burns
• Search & Rescue Operations
• HAZMAT Incidents

They may be used for other urgent, 
no-notice emergencies.

After submitting a Spot request, a NWS 
meteorologist may call to gather more 
information and recommend a different 
support mechanism.

https://www.weather.gov/spot/monitor/?lat=47.4&lon=-123.2&z=6&auto=yes


Specialized Briefings
Specialized briefings can be requested on 
an event- or incident-driven basis. 
Examples include:

• Support for a large, planned outdoor event 
(fairs, festivals, parades, etc.)

• Support for the unique needs of a HAZMAT 
incident or Search & Rescue

• Support for post-event recovery when 
significant damage occurred

• Exercises



Remote/On-site Support
NWS Seattle has a cadre of Deployment-Ready meteorologists that can 
provide continuous, direct support to an EOC/ICP in person or virtually.

• Available for
– Planned events
– Major incidents
– Exercises
– Exercise development

• Training
– 7 Professional Competency Units
– IS-100, 120, 200, 300, 700, 800, & 2200
– Most also have IS-400.
– Task Book
– Deployment Boot Camp

• Equipment
– Laptops with specialized software
– Working to train on deployable weather station



Reporting Damages, Injuries, Fatalities
The Ask
1. Include nws.seattle@noaa.gov on situation reports for your jurisdiction

or

2. Call/email NWS Seattle when damages/injuries/fatalities become known
or

3. Send damages/injuries/fatalities in via the AAR form for large events

Fatality Information

It is important that the NWS receive accurate cause of death and ER visit 
information from healthcare providers, coroner offices, etc. as it relates to 
extreme temperatures.

If fatality information has not been released to the public, the NWS will keep 
the data internal until it is made public information.

mailto:nws.seattle@noaa.gov


Vulnerable Populations



NWS Actions
1. Developing New & Enhanced Partnerships

2. Providing Targeted Messaging & Resources

3. Integrating Into Core Partner Planning & Response

4. Supporting Long-Term Climate Justice Efforts



Whole Community Engagement Model



Thank You
24/7 Weather Support
• 206-526-6857
• nws.seattle@noaa.gov

Non-Emergency Coordination
• Reid Wolcott

206-526-6095 x223
reid.wolcott@noaa.gov

 


